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THE SCOOPS OF THE WESTERN TOGOLAND  

 
There is a brewing tale that appears to have drawn itself into the fold of our Ewe brethren, an ethnic 
group that prides itself with not only such rich historical events but with a mass spectrum of 
resources that the entire Ghana can depend on nonetheless, the Ewes are known for their hospitable 
conduct towards strangers, however, this brewing tale that has found a deep seated reception in the 
corridors of the hearts and minds of some of our Ewe brethren is quite alarming especially when the 
emergence of Western Togoland’s activities has become a growing worry for the security and 
stability of Ghana in the buildup to the 2020 Presidential and Parliamentary Elections slated to come 
off on December 7, 2020.  
 
This brewing tale has not only sparked the hearts of these energetic and gullible young men in 
engaging in heinous acts deemed treasonable under the criminal jurisprudence of Ghana after this 
bullish and prevaricated history was released by the Homeland Study Group Foundation led by Mr. 
Charles Kudzordzi also known as Papavi Hogbedetor but also fronting acts that appear to promote 
divisiveness and to adulterate the history laid by its gallant torchbearers. Some of which include 
beliefs and inclinations that suggest that the Ewes entirely belong to the Western Togoland albeit, 
the desire is fronted on the basis of the wide held belief that Western Togoland is not part of Ghana 
to have two demarcations per the 1956 Plebiscite within a time frame of fifty years to grant 
independence to the region after its elapse but whilst facts are available to dish out this prevaricated 
history and mischief, this piece intends to take the revolvers of the history of Western Togoland on a 
clean onslaught.  
 
In the year 1884 when Europe scrambled for African territories, the German Chancellor Otto von 
Bismarck cemented his authority on that piece of land in West Africa which led to protectorate ties 
to Germany, whilst French Dahomey (Benin) bordered on the east was a target of these Germans 
meanwhile during the control of the German of this territory, the Germans concentrated on 
developing the agricultural outlook of the place simply because the region lacked mineral resources 
(its phosphate reserves were not discovered by then), this led to the development of Lome as an 
administrative capital. The eastern half of the German Togoland subtended the Upper Volta down to 
the coast. On its western side, it had the southernmost demarcation starting from Sokode through 
Ho and up north. This is to prove that it is never correct that the Volta Region was once British 
Togoland. The regions south of Sokode, which include Tongu and Anlo were part of the British Gold 
Coast. 
 
However, on August 6, 1914 during the World War 1, the French and British troops surmounted the 
powers of the Germans in that colony which culminated into a joint occupation of Togoland by these 
two super powers on August 27, 1914 howbeit, Togoland was separated into French and British 
administrative zones with the French holding their forte in the eastern part which was two thirds of 
the entire size of the land whilst the British held their forte in the western part. The Treaty of 
Versailles was ratified on July 20, 1922 which led to Togoland becoming a League of Nations Class B 
Mandate. The two Togolands, including the British Togoland which is the area under dispute now 
became a United Nations Trust Territories on December 13, 1946 which was entrusted to the French 
and British to regulate the affairs within the territories. 
 
The United Nations Trust Territories were the successors of the remaining League of Nations 
mandates and came into full force after the League of Nations was substituted with the name United 
Nations in 1946. It is noteworthy that all trust territories were administered through the United 
Nations Trusteeship Council. Whilst the British controlled their section of Togoland from Accra, the 
capital of Gold Coast, the French opted to control theirs from the trust territory itself and not from 
Dahomey nor Upper Volta. 
 
When the first Europeans arrived on the shores of the Gold Coast in 1471 led by Don Diego 
D’Azambuja., the Gold Coast became a colony in 1821 and was under the control of the Portuguese, 
the Danes and the Dutch before the British appeared to make it a British colony in 1867 and by the 
close of 1872, they began annexation of the north through wars or peaceful surrenders by the 
indigenes. The powers of the British were fully established on July 24, 1874 and after the shift of the 
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capital from Cape Coast to Accra with the central powers vested in the eponym of the Christiansborg 
Castle, the south was referred to as the Colony and after a series of battles with the Ashanti 
kingdom, with a mix count of wins and losses, the British decided to shoot low and powerless the 
Ashanti Uprising in 1900 which led to Ashanti becoming a protectorate on January 1, 1902 that 
notwithstanding, the Northern Territories of were firmed up and identified as British Protectorate. In 
a wider analysis, these British protectorates were areas in which the British firmed up the sovereign 
authority of their monarch besides, these areas had local leaders who acted as agents with the 
Crown in matters of treaties, military enhancement, artillery bases while offering them the needed 
protection they desired. The British protectorates were subjected to an indirect rule which led to 
some benefits including Pax Britannia in exchange for their powers in issues of international relations 
and powers of taxation which were directly implemented by British officials who administered the 
governments in those areas. The fourth estate under the British areas was the British Togoland 
which took a different twist because it was a United Nations Trust Territory under the control of the 
British meanwhile the region’s trust status allowed it autonomy from the Colony of the Gold Coast 
except it was administered from Accra. 
 
The major challenge faced by the British included the prospective independence of the Gold Coast 
and the fate of the British Togoland ought to be settled quickly  before they (British) departed 
therefore, in 1954 , the British directed a notice to the United Nations that it had no interest in 
administering the matters of Togoland once its mandate over Gold Coast closed on 6th March, 1957 
because as soon as they moved out of Accra, they (British) had no interest to move to Lome or any 
part of a Trust Territory to administer its affairs but in a swift response to the British by the United 
Nations, it posited that the only condition to bring matters on a settled board on the Togoland 
matter was to conduct a plebiscite especially when the British are relinquishing their control and 
trust of the territory. It became needful for the people to decide their fate through a plebiscite and 
the proposition was either to integrate Togoland with independent Gold Coast or to allow Togoland 
remain separate pending a decision on its future by the United Nations.  
 
On May9, 1956, the plebiscite came off with a voter turnout of 83% which was made up of 160,587 
voters and the results were as follows; out of the six districts, the four from the northern part voted 
for unification with independent Gold Coast. The tallies were Mamprusis had 21, 299 representing 
84% voting for, the Dagombas had 34,632 representing 81% voting for, Gonjas had 5,895 representing 
54% voting for, Buem/Krachi had 46,951 representing 60% voting for which meant that out of a total 
of 108.777 voters, 77,295 voted in favour of the unification which represented a reeling 71% but 
amazingly the two districts in the south which are mainly inhabited by Ewes voted against the 
unification proposition. The district of Ho had 26,198 voters who voted against representing 72.5%, 
Kpando also had 25,610 voting against representing 66.5% which also meant that out of a total of 
51,808 voters, 69.5% of Ewes voted against the proposition of unification. Out on total outscore 
board, 93,093 voted in favour of the unification proposition representing 58% whilst 67,492 voters 
voted against the proposition of unification representing 42%. Of course, it would come as no 
surprise that the Ewe districts of Ho and Kpnado would have been out of Ghana if the United Nations 
adopted a direct electoral result system wherein each district’s electoral results would be decided on 
the merit of each results besides, there is this growing mill of speculations that Queen Elizabeth had 
not incorporated British Togoland into Ghana on the day of independence however, the fact of the 
matter is that the territory belongs to the United Nations and such decisions are above the British 
monarch therefore it will be wrong to impute such an allegation at the doorstep of the British. 
 
Many who have fronted these allegations are these pro-secessionists who aver that they wield 
documentary evidences that give credence to their claim for independence from Ghana but it is 
important to state that there is no such document available because there are excerpts from the 
United Nations on this issue and the document is titled The Repertory of Practice of United Nations 
Organs: Charter of the United Nations. Chapter XII – International Trusteeship System Article 76: 
Supplement No. 2 (1955 – 1959) Volume 3 (Office of Legal Affairs – United Nations). In an earlier 
argument, the Fourth Committee heard nine petitioners representative of five organisations 
wherewith it had granted hearings besides, two of the organisations were inclined to the British 
Togoland; one was from both Togoland under British and French administrations and two were 
French Togoland. 
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One of the groups from British Togoland argued against the motion of the United Nations’ approval 
of the unification proposition simply because the results of the plebiscite were inconclusive per their 
claims meanwhile Southern Togoland had opposed to the proposition of unification whilst those in 
the North concurred to the unification because the claims were that the people opposed a unitary 
system of governance to be directed at them from Gold Coast. Even though their plea drew a 16% 
majority against the bar of canvassing two-thirds majority vote to win the hearts of the panel to 
overturn their decision, others also filed that the activities of British Togoland should be paused till 
matters of the future of the French Togoland were settled. During the intellectual discourse on the 
subject matter, some countries including Canada, Ceylon, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Haiti, India, Liberia and 
Nepal directed a joint resolution on the futuristic events of British Togoland howbeit, the resolution 
of the United Nations General Assembly will affirm the unification of British Togoland with 
independent Gold Coast but whilst at that, Haiti, India, Liberia and the United States of America 
directed another joint resolution by which the United Nation’s General Assembly would notify the 
Plebiscite Commissioner and would appreciate the assignment undertaken by the commissioner and 
the United Nations staff under his administration. Interestingly, Peru joined in pushing the draft 
resolution and during the debate on the Eleven Power draft resolution, some contingents indicated 
that the decision of the people as expressed in the plebiscite should hold whilst others expressed 
some concerns and as such they were not able to affirm the Eleven Power Draft Resolution and their 
basis rested on the claim that the unification of British and French Togoland would be made 
impossible. 
 
Other contingents also indicated that the inclusion of British Togoland was the only way by which 
the Trust Territory could immediately gain independence which led to the voting of the Eleven Power 
Draft Resolution by the Fourth Committee with the following outcomes; 
 
Operative paragraph 2 was approved by a separate roll call vote of 56 to none with 13 abstentions. 
The draft resolution as a whole was approved by a roll call vote of 58 to none, 11 abstentions. The 
Five Power Draft Resolution on the report of the UN Plebiscite Commissioner was unanimously 
approved. The General Assembly adopted two draft resolutions recommended by the Fourth 
Committee which led to a vote of 64 to none, with 9 abstentions and the second was unanimously 
approved moreover, the growing interest of these Western Togolanders lies on a certain belief that 
there was a time lapse which implied that the 1956 Plebiscite was due to elapse after 50 years but 
this claim strikes a lot of chord within deep historical veins since no plebiscite is organized with the 
view of securing a time frame to allow the other sect secede. It can never be correct.  
 
Whilst I strongly contend that there is no such agreement buried in any of the agreements and 
reports in the General Assembly Resolution 11d Session of the United Nations, 1044 (XI) on The 
Future of Togoland of the 619th Plenary meeting held on December 13, 1956. 
 
These are excerpts in the document as captured duly General Assembly Resolution 11d Session of the 
United Nations, 1044 (XI) on The Future of Togoland of the 619th Plenary meeting held on December 
13, 1956; 
 
 

Recalling that, by resolution 944 (X) of 15 December 1955, it recommended in pursuance of Article 76 b of the 

Charter of the United Nations, that a plebiscite be organized and conducted in the Trust Territory of Togoland 

under British administration by the Administrating Authority in consultation with and under the supervision of a 

United Nations Plebiscite, in order to ascertain the wishes of its inhabitants in regard to the union of their Territory 

with an independent Gold Coast or otherwise, 
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Having received the report of the United Nations Plebiscite Commissioner on the organisation, conduct and results 

of the plebiscite, and having noted in particular the conclusion contained in the report that the plebiscite was held 

in an atmosphere of freedom, impartiality and fairness, Having also, received the report of the United Kingdom 

Plebiscite Administration, 

Noting that the majority of the inhabitants of the Trust Territory participating in the plebiscite have expressed 

themselves in favour of the union of the Territory with an independent Gold Coast, Noting also the 

recommendation of the Trusteeship Council in its resolution 1496 (XVIII) of 31 July 1956 that appropriate steps be 

taken, in consultation with the Administrating Authority, for the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement for 

the Territory to become effective upon the attainment of independence of the Gold Coast, Having been informed 

by the Administrating Authority that it is the intention of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 

and Northern Ireland that Gold Coast shall become independent on 6 March 1957, 

1. Expresses its approval of the union of the Territory of Togoland under British administration with an 

independent Gold Coast and accordingly invites the Administrating Authority to take such steps as are 

necessary to this end; 

2. Resolves, with the agreement of the Administrating Authority, that, on the date on which the Gold Coast 

becomes independent and the union with it of the Territory of Togoland under British administration 

takes place, the Trusteeship Agreement approved by the General Assembly in resolution 63 (I) of 13 

December 1946 shall cease to be in force, the objectives of trusteeship having attained; 

3. Requests the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland to notify the 

Secretary-General as soon as the union of the Territory of Togoland under British administration with an 

independent Gold Coast has been effected; 

4. Requests the Secretary-General to communicate to all Member States and to the Trusteeship Council at its 

nineteenth section the notification by the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland, referred to in paragraph 3 above. 

General Assembly Resolution 11d Session of the United Nations, 1045 (XI) on The Report of the 

United Nations Plebiscite Commissioner for the Trust Territory of Togoland under British 

Administration of the 619th Plenary meeting held on December 13, 1956, reads, 
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The General Assembly,                                                                                                                                                                        

Having received the report of the United Nations Plebiscite Commissioner on the organisation, conduct 

and results of the plebiscite in the Trust Territory of Togoland under British administration, 

1. Takes note of the report of the United Nations Plebiscite Commissioner; 

2. Expresses its high appreciation of the work carried out by the United Nations Plebiscite Commissioner and 

the United Nations staff under his direction. 

The above excerpts are captured in the documents of the United Nations on Trans Volta Togoland 

and they clearly indicate that after the arguments and petitions of our Ewe brethren, the United 

Nations was satisfied with the nature of the plebiscite and the results and the United Nations 

endorsed the unification of British Togoland and Ghana on March 6, 1957 as overwhelmingly 

endorsed by the majority of those who took part in the Plebiscite. There is no section in the United 

Nations report or agreement that indicated or indicates that Western Togoland ever existed and 

should be in the state of waiting until such a time that it will be united to any Eastern Togoland. If 

these secessionists claim they are not part of Ghana, then they are invoking UN Resolution 63 (I) 

which means they must return to the original trusteeship they belonged to and the British who used 

to administer the territory are not interested any longer but it important to note that the 

overwhelming presence of the Ewes along the coasts subtending Ghana, Togo, Benin (Dahomey) 

resonates their small kingdom setups with no concentrated monarchy however the wish of most 

Ewes is that they are set under one umbrella which was fronted in one of the manifestos of one of 

the two Ewe based political parties being the Togoland  Congress led by S.G Anto whose political 

party was formed in 1951 which fronted the idea for the unification of all Ewes in the British and 

French Togolands but in a sharp dimension, another Ewe based political party, Anlo Youth 

Association which under the leadership of Apaloo Modesto spearheaded a campaign for the Ewe 

people subject to British rule to remain in Ghana after independence, it is however refreshing that 

not all Ewes support this secession but from a critical purview, it appears these secessionists are 

domiciled in Ho and Kpando areas which form 15% of the Volta Region’s total area land mass. 

These secessionists should take note that they garnered 42% during the Plebiscite and indeed there 

was nowhere they reached an agreement to secede besides, if the minority wants to secede, the 

huge questions remains with the remaining 30.5% of Ewes whose desires were endorsed during the 

plebiscite to integrate into Ghana but be it as it may, if we were to raise a forum to grant the wishes 
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of these secessionists then it is obvious that any ethnic group that brazenly leads a movement to 

secede must be listened to. I posit that it is the desire of most Ewes to be united under one umbrella 

like the Asantes even though they have faced their own challenges of divisiveness, the desire to be 

united is huge and brewing but the Ewes must also key in mind that their unification agenda was 

dented by tyrants like King Agokoli who made Ewes flee his kingdom in dribs and drabs moreover 

when these colonialists took over areas which included Eweland, they managed to spread the Ewes 

over three different countries being Benin, Togo and Ghana therefore the brewing desire to unite 

came from powerful kingdoms like the Ashanti, Dagomba, Mamprusi and the Ga kingdom.  

As passionate as this matter as is, there have been rampages and demonstrations with the youth of 

the Eweland positing that Volta Region is not under the Ghana umbrella with a recent commentary 

by former Member of Parliament for Hohoe South, Kosi Kedem averring that legally, Ghana does not 

exist. Whilst the former Member of Parliament’s comment comes across as interesting, it smacks of 

an ill desire to siphon the facts that had faced the Volta Region including that Volta Region like many 

other regions have never been divided and it is noteworthy that this Western Togoland carte blanche 

was split with the northern half merging into the Northern Region and when the region was divided, 

some part of the old British Togoland became a part of the Upper East Region therefore Volta 

Region does not constitute entirely Western Togoland as these frontiers are conveying.  

The North of the British Togoland voted hugely because, the Kusasis, Mamprusis, Dagombas. Gonjas 

discovered that their sovereign kingdoms were within the territories of the Gold Coast and they 

would want to continue their direct links with their kings and chiefs but the Ewes in the British 

Togoland who voted massively against the unification with the Gold Coast because of that bad blood 

that had existed between the Akans and Ewes since the idea of uniting all Ewes as a large state was a 

second thought which was never fulfilled besides, it would prudent for all Ewes found in Togo and 

Benin to rise and demand for secession. Others have also lit a bunsen burner to stoke the facts in 

Ewe history including the notion that Ewes were never defeated in wars but it is a known fact that 

the Germans captured the Aneho chief to establish their authority in that area besides, the resistance 

of the Ewes against the German powers led to the destruction of lives, properties and valuables in 

Kpando and a sizeable number of towns in Central Togo in 1894. The Northern Ewe intensified 

campaign against the independence of Ghana which led to the death and disarmament of policemen 

and other security officers which was laid at the doorstep of the United Party though the 

government of the day had detailed on revelations of plans and strategies by the Northern Ewes to 
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cause chaos on the said date with militia which led to bloodshed and loss of properties with the 

ultimate goal of foiling the independence process which would integrate British Togoland to Ghana 

as directed by the United Nations. 

It is important that the Volta Region must remain steadfast in their unity and shove off these tribal 

bigotry fanned by some of their radicals who are bent at nothing to rewriting their history and 

creating an upsurge of underdevelopment with such needless tensions and separatist demands 

albeit, it is on record that prominent Ewes from mid Volta including key traditional figures lobbied for 

the division of Hohoe and Kpando municipalities so that the proposed capital of Oti Region will be 

Hohoe whilst others expressed their thoughts that the name Oti would be dropped altogether in 

favour of North Volta. 

It is however evidential that the documents of the United Nations were implemented accordingly 

and the outcome of the 1956 Plebiscite was smoothly implemented which led to British Togoland 

becoming a region in Ghana on March 6, 1957. 

By: Arnold Rooney Klein Armah                                                                                                                                                                                        

(Chair, VOAYGG Africa)  

Service to GOD and Africa. 
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